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Making climate model 
forecasts more useful

What is available?What is available?

What restricts usage of CGCMWhat restricts usage of CGCM--based forecasts?based forecasts?

What is being done to increase (prudent) usage?What is being done to increase (prudent) usage?

What are the challenges we face?What are the challenges we face?



What is a coupled general 
circulation model?

BMRC CGCM (BMRC CGCM (Power et al. 1998)Power et al. 1998)

MOM OGCM MOM OGCM 
L25, 2 deg by (0.5, 6 deg)L25, 2 deg by (0.5, 6 deg)

seasea--iceice
R21 L17 “unified” AGCM R21 L17 “unified” AGCM 
Simple land surface schemeSimple land surface scheme



What are CGCMs?



Anomalies of averaged OZ rainfall and Nino4 SST for CPA later 40 years
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How do forecasts work?

t=0

Forced Ocean Model
τobs, SSTobs, ...

Assimilate 
Ocean

Data: T(z), ζ, ...

FSU/BoM 
Winds BoM SST, SLEV

O G C MO G C M
O G C MO G C M

A G C MA G C M

F O R E C A S TF O R E C A S T



Data needed to kick-start forecasts

SeaSea--level level 
from from 

satellitesatellite

Subsurface Ocean Subsurface Ocean 
TemperatureTemperature

Winds from Winds from 
satellitesatellite
Courtesy Neville Smith, BMRCCourtesy Neville Smith, BMRC

XBTsXBTs & moored & moored 
instrumentsinstruments



Courtesy Guomin Wang & Oscar Alves (BMRC), Phil Reid (NCC)Courtesy Guomin Wang & Oscar Alves (BMRC), Phil Reid (NCC)

www.bom.gov.au/bmrc/ocean/JAFOOS/POAMA

Models + data can provide 
climate outlooks

Models + data can provide 
climate outlooks



ECMWF





JMA CGCM-based forecasts



How accurate are forecasts?

2 months

4 months

6 months
Courtesy Guomin Wang, BMRCCourtesy Guomin Wang, BMRC



Estimated skill of First BMRC 
CGCM-based outlooks, 18yrs only



The use of CGCM-based 
forecasts is currently restricted 
for numerous reasons, e.g.,:



Low awareness, no access, poor 
understanding
•• Potential users not aware that information is Potential users not aware that information is 

availableavailable
•• No access to web No access to web 
•• Information too broad in spatial or temporal scale to Information too broad in spatial or temporal scale to 

be relevant to decisionsbe relevant to decisions
•• Forecasts not understood. Probabilities are trickyForecasts not understood. Probabilities are tricky
•• Language employed is often technical (median, Language employed is often technical (median, 

terciletercile, probability, ensemble) , probability, ensemble) 
•• Too much effort is required to understand the Too much effort is required to understand the 

information presentedinformation presented



Inaccuracy/uncertainty

•• Skill levels uncertain or too low for application Skill levels uncertain or too low for application 

•• Ascertaining accuracy or skill can be difficult  Ascertaining accuracy or skill can be difficult  --
information can be complex and technical in natureinformation can be complex and technical in nature

•• Unclear if CGCM forecasts are better than available Unclear if CGCM forecasts are better than available 
and established statistical forecasts schemes in a and established statistical forecasts schemes in a 
given region, for a given variablegiven region, for a given variable



Mistrust/caution/confusion
•• Accuracy doubtedAccuracy doubted
•• Information voluminous, daunting Information voluminous, daunting 
•• Forecasts  Forecasts  ““conflictconflict”” >  confusion and mistrust >  confusion and mistrust 
•• No trusted colleague uses them. NoNo trusted colleague uses them. No--one available one available 

to discuss information or its implications for  to discuss information or its implications for  
decisions to be madedecisions to be made

•• Forecasts dismissed because prediction systems  Forecasts dismissed because prediction systems  
incomplete  (e.g. they omit rises in COincomplete  (e.g. they omit rises in CO22, sulphate , sulphate 
aerosols, ozone, land surface properties, aerosols, ozone, land surface properties, ……))

•• Not sure if using CGCM forecasts will help in Not sure if using CGCM forecasts will help in 
longlong--run (i.e. no valuation available for run (i.e. no valuation available for 
application in mind)application in mind)

•• CGCMsCGCMs are improving. Letare improving. Let’’s wait and sees wait and see



Forecasts misses the target
•• The variables forecasted notThe variables forecasted not relevant or  relevant or  

difficult to unambiguously link to the difficult to unambiguously link to the 
decision to be made (a threedecision to be made (a three--month rainfall month rainfall 
outlook, versus should I sell cattle now?)outlook, versus should I sell cattle now?)

•• The information is not provided when it is The information is not provided when it is 
needed or with a long enough lead timeneeded or with a long enough lead time



External barriers

•• DecisionDecision--making locked in for various making locked in for various 
reasonsreasons



Addressing these issues
•• Work aimed at increasing accuracy of Work aimed at increasing accuracy of 

forecasts:  forecasts:  
•• increasing resolution of componentsincreasing resolution of components
•• improving representation of couplingimproving representation of coupling
•• improving physical parameterisations in improving physical parameterisations in 

model components model components 



Addressing these issues
•• Improving estimates of uncertainty and Improving estimates of uncertainty and 

improving forecasts of extremes improving forecasts of extremes 
•• ensemblesensembles
•• multimulti--modelsmodels
•• stochastic physicsstochastic physics
•• initialisationinitialisation



••Improving presentation of forecast informationImproving presentation of forecast information



“Clickable” Verification

• Consistency
• Yearly forecast history

Click on your 
Location for:

Map of 
‘Percent Consistent’

••Improving presentation of verification informationImproving presentation of verification information



Synthesizing informationSynthesizing information



Synthesizing informationSynthesizing information



Skillscore : if P<50%   then A otherwise B
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c1b1a1T1
Predicted

T3T2T1

Observed

1st step (“Predictability”) - If  observed TX:
P(R>median)= PX(R>median) 

Bridging/downscaling

tzB

yxA
Forecast

BA

Observations

2nd step (CGCM):  If  hindcast predict TX : 
PX = aX P1 + bX P2 + cX P3

SST over the NINO4 box ranked into SST over the NINO4 box ranked into 
tercilesterciles::

TT11 →→ cold     cold     →→ PP11(R>median)(R>median)
TT22 →→ neutral neutral →→ PP22(R>median)(R>median)
TT33 →→ warm   warm   →→ PP33(R>median)(R>median)



Addressing these issues
•• Improving observing networks (e.g. ARGO) Improving observing networks (e.g. ARGO) 
•• Data needed for Data needed for 

•• verificationverification
•• downscalingdownscaling
•• linking with risk management toolslinking with risk management tools

•• Make better use of existing data e.g. Make better use of existing data e.g. 
through advances data assimilation through advances data assimilation 

•• Greater coordination Greater coordination 
(DEMETER/ENSEMBLES, APCN, WMO (DEMETER/ENSEMBLES, APCN, WMO 
((GSPCs/RCCsGSPCs/RCCs, SVS),WCRP/COPES, SVS),WCRP/COPES



Challenges
•• Improving Improving CGCMsCGCMs

•• takes a long timetakes a long time
•• unglamorous, expensiveunglamorous, expensive
•• no guaranteesno guarantees
•• increasing accuracy reduces many increasing accuracy reduces many 

challengeschallenges
•• extremely unlikely that future increases extremely unlikely that future increases 

in accuracy will satisfy all potential users in accuracy will satisfy all potential users 
will be satisfiedwill be satisfied



Challenges

Courtesy: J Arblaster (NCAR/BMRC)Courtesy: J Arblaster (NCAR/BMRC)

••Explicit incorporation of forcing due to changes in: COExplicit incorporation of forcing due to changes in: CO22, , 
ozone, sulphate aerosols, land surface changes etc.ozone, sulphate aerosols, land surface changes etc.



Challenges
•• Maintaining observing networks for:Maintaining observing networks for:

•• verificationverification
•• downscaling, on a global, national and downscaling, on a global, national and 

regional scale is a constant challengeregional scale is a constant challenge

•• Ensure needs of potential users have Ensure needs of potential users have 
sufficient influence on the research agendasufficient influence on the research agenda

•• Ensure products are based on sound science Ensure products are based on sound science 
and robust technologies and robust technologies 



Challenges
Link CGCMs with risk management tools

c3b3a3T3

c2b2a2T2

c1b1a1T1
Predicted
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Observed



Conclusions
Limited useLimited use
Enormous potentialEnormous potential

Agriculture, water resources, health, natural resources, Agriculture, water resources, health, natural resources, 
food security, insurancefood security, insurance

Prediction systems can be improved, no guaranteesPrediction systems can be improved, no guarantees
Techniques to make use of info in infancyTechniques to make use of info in infancy
Some exciting new initiatives/coordination/challengesSome exciting new initiatives/coordination/challenges
Data/info exchange crucial for rapid advancementData/info exchange crucial for rapid advancement



Courtesy UKMOCourtesy UKMO

The End



Making climate model forecasts 
more useful
•• To what To what extent are CGCMextent are CGCM--based forecasts being based forecasts being 

used nowadays? used nowadays? 

•• What else currently restricts the use of CGCMWhat else currently restricts the use of CGCM--
based forecasts? based forecasts? 

•• What other relevant activity is planned or What other relevant activity is planned or 
underway?underway?

•• What other major challenges do we face?What other major challenges do we face?



Downscaling/Bridging

Hindcast skill (First Lead Time)





Challenges
•• Brevity of the hindBrevity of the hind--cast period cast period 

•• makes it difficult to verifymakes it difficult to verify
•• becoming less of a problem (for becoming less of a problem (for CGCMsCGCMs).).



Perturbation Experiments



The use of CGCM-based 
forecasts is currently restricted 
for numerous reasons:
•• Low awareness, no access, poor Low awareness, no access, poor 

understandingunderstanding
•• Inaccuracy/uncertaintyInaccuracy/uncertainty
•• Mistrust/caution/confusionMistrust/caution/confusion
•• Missing the targetMissing the target
•• External barriersExternal barriers


